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Introductions

• Mark Beagle 
– Claim Program Leader, GenworthC a og a eade , Ge o
– ALHC, ALMI, LTCP, ACS
– Certified Scrum Product OwnerCertified Scrum Product Owner

• Mike Gilbert• Mike Gilbert 
– President, AssuriCare LLC
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Agenda

• Why are we here? 
• Survey ResultsSurvey Results 
• Customer Value 

Cl i P t P• Claims Payment Process
• Wrap Up / Q&A
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Why are we here

• LTC industry lags behind other insurance 
in terms of customer facing technologyg gy

• LTC Claims has a very frequent touch and• LTC Claims has a very frequent touch and 
impact on customers and their families 
compared to other types of insurancecompared to other types of insurance

• Improving customer experience can 
impact overall company perception
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Survey Results

• 16 respondents to the survey

• Could be multiple respondents from the 
same companysame company

• To serve as a discussion guide

• Discussing a selection of the survey 
responses
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Viewing Policy Information

Does your company have the ability 
for your customers to view their LTC 
policy information online?

If they can see their LTC policy, what 
type of info is available?

Yes 3
No, but plan to 6
No and have no plans 7

Coverage 3
Premium 4
Banking 0
Policy Docs 3No and have no plans 7

Can your customers view other 
products?

Policy Docs 3

If your customers can’t view their LTC 
policy information online, what do 
you think is the driving factor?products?

No, no policy info online 6
Life Insurance 3

you think is the driving factor?

Cost outweighs value 3
Small number of policies 6

Annuity 2
Other 7

– P&C, Group, Mutual Funds, Med Supp, LTD, STD

Concerned about PHI online 7
Our customers aren’t interested 1



Viewing Claim Information

Does your company have the ability for your 
customers to view their LTC Claim 
information online?

If they can view their LTC claim, what type of 
info is available?

Status 4
Yes 3
No, but plan to 9
No and have no plans 3

Status 4
Payment info 4
Banking 1
Policy Docs 2

Can your customers view other claims?
If your customers can’t view their LTC claim 
information online, what do you think is the 
driving factor?

No, no policy info online 8
Life Insurance 1
Annuity 0
Other 6

driving factor?

Cost outweighs value 4
Small number of policies 2
Concerned about PHI online 4Other 6

• P&C, Group, Mutual Funds, Med Supp, LTD, STD
Concerned about PHI online 4
Our customers aren’t interested 2



Updating / Submitting Information

If they can access their policy, 
can they update information?

If they can view their LTC claim 
online, can they update info?

Coverage 0
Premium 1

Coverage 0
Banking 1

Banking 1
Policy Docs 1

g
Contact info 1



Using Mobile Technology

Are your customers able to see information 
through a mobile application?

Yes policy info 2

If yes to mobile application, what can they 
do?

View info 2Yes, policy info 2
Yes, claim info 0
Yes, both policy and claim 1
No 12

View info 2
Update info 2
Transmit/Upload docs 0

Do you (or through a vendor) offer a mobile Do you (or through a vendor) offer a mobile 
application that can be accessed by a 3rd 
party to transmit information?

Yes, medical records 0
Yes billing invoices 0

application for nurses to complete the onsite 
assessment?

Yes, Home Health Care only 0
Yes Facility Care only 0Yes, billing invoices 0

No 13
Yes, Facility Care only 0
Yes, all benefit types 2
No 11



So what did we learn?
Not a lot of LTC policy or claim information• Not a lot of LTC policy or claim information 
accessible online

• Some plan to offer both in the future

• Those that don’t plan to either:
D ’t h th l t t– Don’t have the volume to support, or 

– Have cost/PHI concerns

• A couple think their customers aren’t interested 
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What do your customers want?

• How do you find out what your customers 
want?

• Does that enhance your business case for• Does that enhance your business case for 
investment?

• Are there other indirect benefits?
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Customer Value – Journey Mapping

What is the claimant’s story?  

I need to know what the claims 
process entails and what’s going to 
happen next so we can get reimbursed 
as soon as possible for care.

I need to be able to get this done 
so I can go back to supporting my 
loved one or focusing on my 
health. 

I need to start getting paid as 
I need to be able to communicate 
about my claim with someone g g p

soon as possible to pay for 
care.

y
familiar with my situation 
through multiple channels –
online and offline.

I need to open a claim for myself or my loved one quickly and in one 
phone call so we can get the support we need during this difficult time.



Potential Customer Pain Points?

1. How limited and slow are your communication channels and processing?

2. Do you properly set customer expectations?

3 A th i t f t t th h t th lif f l i ?3. Are there many points of contact throughout the life of a claim?

4. Is there lack of customer education on the claims process?

5. Is there a lack of notification and confirmation of receipt of documents?

6. Lot of phone tag?

7. Have their been negative Care Coordination interactions?

8. Not properly authorizing customer contacts.

9. Do you providing clear information about status of claim?

1. Pre-Claim?

2. During claim approval?

15

3. During payment process?



P Cl i N ti f Cl i I t k A t
Journey Stage Gradual or Sudden Decline in Health Call(s) to Start Claim Wait for Assessment Wait for Claims Packet Deal with Forms

Sample Customer Journey Map
Pre-Claim, Notice of Claim, Intake – August 
2014Timespan/Duration 1 year – 6 months prior to call 10 min call (NOC) 1-2 days or more 15-45 minute call (Intake) 2-3 days (initial Eligibility begins) X number of days 15 days from intake X number of days

Customer 
Perspective

The start of the pre-claim process begins with one 
of several situations: a visit home to one’s parents 
reveals declining health, an accident (such as a 
fall) creates an emergent need, or a planned 
surgery may have long-term health implications.

Customer finds  
phone number on 
the policy or on the 
statement. 

Customer now waits 
for up to 48 hours to 
speak with an intake 
nurse to open the 
claim for review

Customer receives 
message, and now 
has to call to 
reschedule call with 
intake nurse

Claimant or POA answers a longer series of 
questions to support diagnosis, at the end of 
which the claim is deemed either Open or “No 
Claim.” If opened, they are informed of the Claims 
Packet (by mail) and the need for an on-site 
assessment.

There are no 
actions the 
claimant, their 
family, or their 
caregiver(s) can do 
but wait for the call.

Note: lack of stress 
is for the claims 
process only. The 
situation may be 
quite stressful.

1 hr. assessment 
performed on-site, 
either in home or at 
a care facility.

The claimant’s 
health situation 
may change during 
this time.

Claims packet 
finally arrives, two 
weeks after the 
Intake call.

3rd Party 
Provider(s)

The claimant may or may not already have care in 
place, but the situation is likely stressful 
regardless. Also, their physician may have limited 
knowledge of the situation, if it’s emergent.

Provider contacted 
to set up an 
assessment..

The claimant may
or may not have 
care in place, as 
they await claim 
determination.

Agency calls and
sets up on-site 
assessment.

Fax or mail 
assessment back. 
Claimant unaware 
of status.

CSR
Customer is either transferred to CSR from PHS or 
calls directly (number is on the website). If inside 
the two-week window, the CSR explains situation 
and asks initial non-health questions.

Intake
Intake nurse calls 
claimant to discuss health 
situation. If not available, 
leaves a message.

Unless the policy is 
absent, this call is 
above average, as 
it finally starts the 
claims process.

For “no claim” 
determinations, the 
claimant and/or 
their family may be 
upset.

In addition to 
getting the bad 
news on the call, a 
formal letter is sent.

Claim Rep

Claim Rep
assigned within 5 
days of intake call, 
if claim opened.
Claimant is 
unaware of this.

Claim Rep now waits for 21 days for the packet to arrive and to give the claimant time to deal with the forms. During this time, they become 
aware of the claim only if all forms arrive before the end of the 21-day window.

SAMPLE
Customer Emotion

Pleased

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Upset

Life Situation

Genworth

Key Pain 
Points

1. Limited/Slow communication 
channels.

2. Setting customer expectations.

3. “single point of contact.”

4. Lack of education on the claims 
process, policy and EOB.

5. Need for further support / 
establishing the brand.

7. Notification and confirmation of 
receipt issues.

8. Phone tag.

9. Care Coordination interactions.

10. Authorization of customer 
contacts.

11. Claims statusing: payment, 
eligibility, decisioning.

Opportunities

• I wish we could inform the customer of expectations before starting the process (i.e., 
create a claims initiation checklist, send a follow up email after Intake with action items, 
FAQs, informative content online).

• I wish we could educate agents on the process and requirements so they could provide 
the right information to customers.

• I wish the customer could perform administrative functions online (i.e., change their 
address and contact info, check claims status, open a claim, schedule calls).

• I wish we could send notifications to customers online proactively for updates and action 
items needed, confirmation of receipt and other communications (via email, portal).

• I wish CSRs could give more information by accessing more information.

Legend

Customer Touch-points

Pleased
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Upset

Phone
Email
Mail
Web
Fax

6. Handoff and transition issues.



So you figured out value – what’s next?

• Determine what technology solution 
provides the value that the customers p
seek (Web, App, Automation, etc)

• Complete cost vs benefit analysis
Not all benefits are directly $ driven– Not all benefits are directly $ driven

– Some are indirect benefits

• Sell the key decision makers
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Overview

• What are clients/providers looking for?

• Methods for achieving on-line goals

• Benefits of on-line claim submissions

• “Voice of the customer”Voice of the customer
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What are customers looking for?

• Clients / Families
– Simple, easy-to-understand process
– Rapid processing and reimbursement
– Understanding when claims have been processed, 

and when they will be paidand when they will be paid
– Control of the process
– Easy access to historical claim informationEasy access to historical claim information
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What are customers looking for? (cont.)

• Providers
– Simple, easy-to-understand process
– Ability to manage different claims across multiple 

insurers as simply as possible 
Rapid processing & reimbursement (with AOB)– Rapid processing & reimbursement (with AOB)

– Control of the process (with AOB)
– Easy access to historical claim informationEasy access to historical claim information
– Integration with their existing management system 
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What are customers looking for? (cont.)

• Your claims team
– Proof of loss that is clear, easy to read and easy to process
– Claim submissions that are clean and in good order (IGO)
– Obtain only the information needed to pay the claim

S d l ti d t t (l l ) ti– Spend less time on data entry (low value), more time on 
adjudication (higher value)

– Happy claimants and providers (fewer calls)Happy claimants and providers (fewer calls)
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Possible Components of On-line Claims Portal

Transactions
• On-line claim entry/submission
• Electronic Visit Verification (EVV)
• Submit new provider for approval
• Attestation with electronicRequires Transactions

A i t

• Attestation with electronic 
signature

• View submission history

• Payment / Reimbursement Status

Requires
authentication

Assistance 
& Status

Payment / Reimbursement Status
• EOB presentment/history
• View submitted claims/proof of 

loss
• Policy coverage details

Information
• Downloadable forms
• Access to Resources
• Claim process overview

Does not require
authentication Information

• Wellness information
• “How-to” information

authentication

Authentication and roll-based permissions
Authentication and roll based permissions
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Two Possible Approaches

Option 1: “Roll Your Own”
– LTCI creates own branded website
– Develop those functions which are most important to the 

i / t l ti hicarrier/customer relationship
– Implement base functionality first, then expand and add 

functions and capabilities over time
• Pros:Pros:

– Completely customized for needs of LTCI
– Owned by LTCI, not dependent on third party
– “Own” the customer relationshipp

• Cons:
– Large technology development expense
– Benefits not available immediately – years to implementy y
– Don’t get advantages of technology investment from other 

companies
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Two Possible Approaches (continued)

Option 2: Join a Clearinghouse
– Clearinghouses have been in existence in other lines of insurance for many 

years (very prevalent in health insurance)
I t d d i L t C i l t 6 7– Introduced in Long-term Care in last 6-7 years

– LTCI ties into clearinghouse for data feed of invoice information
– Leverage technology already developed and proven with other LTCIs

• Pros:• Pros:
– Significantly smaller up-front technology development costs
– Processes in place and available immediately
– Gain advantages of technology investment from other companiesg gy p
– Providers already aware of or using the process with other LTCIs

• Cons:
– Less customized for needs of a specific LTCI
– May be presented to customer under the clearinghouse brand – not 

completely under the LTCI’s umbrella
– Additional third party involved in claim process and customer relationship

• Not mutually exclusive with Option 1 (can likely integrate)
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Providers Submitting Proof of Loss

Nursing HomesNursing Homes
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Thousands of Providers Submitting to Dozens of Insurers / 
Administrators

Nursing HomesNursing Homes

LTCI 2
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“Roll Your Own” Website Approach
Nursing HomesNursing Homes
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Clearinghouse Approach
Nursing Homes
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Standardized Invoice Data – Either Approach

• Reduce/eliminate handwritten forms!
• Standardized forms / data by provider type
• Reduce NIGO / submissions with missing 

information (Business rules on data entry)



Sources & Uses of Structured Data – Either Approach 

Entry of structured Data Conversion for Rules-based y
data
• By providers & claimants
• Into web interface or using 

mobile app / telephony

multiple uses
• Claims processing
• Reporting
• Analytics

Processing 
• Auto-Adjudication
• Straight-through procesing

y
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Benefits of on-line Claims Submissions –
Either  Approach

E i t

• Standardized claims by provider type
• Reduced call volume
• Electronic submission of data into system
• Reduce NIGO invoices received
• Reduced processing/labor costs
• Enables rules based adjudication and

• Enables claimants’ control
• Web-based invoice entry & review Easier to 

Process
• Enables rules-based adjudication and 

straight-through processing
y

• Paperless invoice approval and 
submission

• Improve timeliness of invoice 
submissions

• View invoice & EOB history on-line
• Reduced need to call a live person

Increase Increase

Reduced need to call a live person

Provider 
Satisfaction

Increase 
Claimant 

Satisfaction

• Easy to enter invoice information electronically
• Clearinghouse approach: providers can use 

same platform for submission to multiple insurers
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“Voice of the Customer” (Actual Quotes)
I am impressed at how fantastic I l thi k h ffl

I really like this system because it 
speeds up the process and also it is a lot 
easier on our end and the clients as well.

up the reimbursement process!

I am impressed at how fantastic 
the system is and how it speeds 
up the reimbursement process!

I love this non-paperwork shuffle.

The new system is absolutely 
wonderful!

[The new system] is much more 
convenient, much easier, and 
t li deasier on our end and the clients as well. 

It is so easy for all of the 
caregivers to use.

wonderful!streamlined.

I am impressed at how the system 
speeds up the reimbursement process!

The time card system is very basic, easy, 
and straightforward. It is great to use.

I wish all the other insurance 
companies did this.

I wish we could do this for all of 

This whole approach has worked 
well for me. I am able to see the 
hours. I like the system.

The system is very easy to use and a 
great concept.

our billing!
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Summary

• Answer the question: what are 
clients/providers looking for?p g

• Two methods of achieving these goals
– “Roll your own” website– Roll your own  website
– Join a Clearinghouse

Evaluate costs and benefits of on line• Evaluate costs and benefits of on-line 
claim submissions
“ ”• “Listen to the customer”
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Wrap Up

Questions?

Thank you for your participation!!!
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